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A Holistic and Reparative Agenda for Ending 

Displacement in DC 
By Eliana Golding 

 

Displacement is a multi-faceted problem that has come in many forms at different times throughout the 

District’s history, and Black and brown communities have borne the brunt. Generations of policy choices, 

both on the local and federal level, have led to racial segregation, wealth disparities, and the steady 

disappearance of affordable housing, creating the conditions that drive displacement today.1,2 Despite 

recent local investments in housing production and new investments to support homeownership, DC has 

underfunded or failed to fund more immediate- and medium-term strategies to support residents with 

the lowest incomes and stem the displacement of residents of color.  

A singular or hyper-focus on the production of new housing will not prevent displacement of residents 

whose rents are steadily rising now, or who are currently living in “affordable” buildings in dangerous 

disrepair that threaten the safety of occupants. The District must adopt a holistic approach that not only 

employs multiple strategies, but that also brings the intention of repairing historic and structural harm 

that has left Black and brown residents more vulnerable to displacement pressures. This means 

acknowledging past and ongoing racist policies that have caused harm and actively creating policies to 

repair those harms and meaningfully involve residents to identify their needs.  

To prevent displacement and work toward a more racially and economically equitable DC, District 

leaders should: 
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• Quickly stabilize housing for those at risk of immediate displacement. 

• Invest in housing preservation, not just new production. 

• Hold landlords accountable to tenants. 

• Protect the Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act (TOPA) and bolster programs that make TOPA 

successful. 

• Put significant funding toward income and work support programs.  

• Invest in Black homeownership and community wealth-building opportunities.    

This agenda, while not exhaustive, offers a holistic framework that aims to take on multiple forms and 

causes of displacement. These recommendations are grounded in existing research and were developed 

in partnership with local stakeholders, including tenants, tenant organizers, and affordable housing 

experts.  

The Causes, Impact, and Evidence of Displacement 
 

Displacement happens when residents are pushed out of their homes or neighborhoods due to 

pressures that are generally out of their control.3,4 It has many causes, including increased housing costs, 

eviction, landlord harassment, eviction, and deteriorating housing conditions (Table 1). It also can 

happen both at the household level, when a family can no longer afford their housing, and at the 

community level, when a population of a single identity group is pushed out of an area.5 Displacement at 

the community level contributes to a communal feeling of “dispossession”—a term that comes from 

scholarship on colonial displacement of indigenous populations.6 Remaining residents experience a loss 

of community as their neighbors are displaced, their cultural or religious institutions leave, and as 

commercial and retail centers no longer serve their needs.7 

Similarly, in her book “Root Shock,” Dr. Mindy Fullilove shows how forced disconnection from one’s 

community increases risks for “every kind of stress-related disease.” On a communal level, displacement 

disrupts systems of community care that are essential to neighborhood stability.8 Displacement also 

means that residents lose access to resources or areas with more abundant resources, such as grocery 

stores or educational institutions. Displaced home-owning families may also lose assets and wealth if 

predatory real estate interests convince them to sell their homes below what they are worth.9  

Black communities in the District have experienced the harm of “root shock” as a result of policies such 

as urban renewal and racially restrictive housing covenants that defined where Black residents were and 

were not permitted to live. Black communities continue to experience the longstanding effects of those 

explicitly racist policy choices as they are priced out of their neighborhoods.10 Immigrants to DC, 

particularly those who left their home countries due to violence or poverty, are experiencing their own 

form of root shock as they seek stability in immigrant neighborhoods in the District. 11 Root shock and 

displacement are not inevitable. The District can use new and existing tools to support residents with 

low incomes and prevent displacement of residents of color. 
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Categories of Displacement 

 Forced Responsive 

Direct or Physical 

Causes Legal Eviction Deteriorating housing conditions 

 

"Self-serve" eviction (landlords not following 

legal process) Violence 

 

Bad actors manipulating tenants out of their 

TOPA rights  

 Building condemnation  

 Building redevelopment without right to return  

Indirect or economic 

causes Buy-outs and voluntary agreements Rent increases 

 Foreclosure Increased cost of housing 

  Loss of mutual aid networks 

Exclusionary causes Source of income or other discrimination Lack of affordable housing 

 
Restrictive zoning that only allows for single 

family housing Cultural dissonance 

 NIMBY resistance to development 

Lack of amenities (schools, grocery 

stores, etc.) 

Based on Categories of Displacement Table in "Gentrification, Displacement, and the Role of Public Investment," by Miriam Zuk, et 

al.(2018). Journal of Planning Literature. 

 

The history of housing and displacement in the District summarized below is primarily focused on the 

ways that anti-Black racism has created wealth inequality and segregation, causing harm to Black 

communities in the District. This report acknowledges, but does not go into great depth into, the history 

of other communities of color, starting with colonization, the initial displacement of indigenous peoples, 

as well as Latinx, and Asian American and Pacific Islander communities. However, the policy 

recommendations are informed by those histories and the current lived experiences of residents with a 

diversity of racial identities.  

A History of Racism Laid the Groundwork for Today’s Displacement in DC  

DC was the first majority Black major city in the US and had a reputation as a haven for Black opportunity 

even during slavery. It was referred to as “Chocolate City” for more than 50 years. But DC’s Black 

population began to decline following its peak in 1970.12 Between 2000-2020, the Black population 

declined by nearly 58,000 while the white population grew by almost 86,000, an analysis of census data 

shows.13 In 2000, 32 of DC’s 62 residential neighborhoods were majority Black, but by 2020, only 22 

residential areas remained majority Black.  

The enduring legacies of racist policies and practice – such as residential segregation, redlining, 

restrictive covenants, barring Black people from federal employment, and access to Homestead and New 

Deal programs, among others – denied Black households in DC equitable access to housing and 

employment and continue to harm all communities of color today.14 

TABLE 1. 

https://www.urbandisplacement.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/gentrification.pdf
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During the first half of 20th century, racist policies and practices defined where Black Washingtonians 

could live in the District. Both developers and organized white residents systematically barred Black and 

other residents of color from entire blocks and neighborhoods. Racially restrictive covenants legally 

prevented Black residents from buying certain houses.15 The federal government further institutionalized 

racial segregation by, for example, making race a criterion for insuring mortgages and barring Black 

households from qualifying for mortgages from mainstream banks.16  

By artificially enhancing the value of areas where only white people lived, covenants incentivized 

displacement of Black residents and the redevelopment of Black land into white-only neighborhoods 

while disincentivizing investment in areas where most Black DC residents lived. For example, white 

community members in 1920s Chevy Chase worked with the National Capital Park and Planning 

Commission to use eminent domain to seize land from a neighboring community of Black families for a 

new whites-only school and recreation center.17,18 

Economic conditions and the beginning of suburbanization in the early 1930s and 1940s further 

entrenched segregation. The economic downturn of the Great Depression and World War II’s impact on 

production led to a significant decrease in housing construction. Limited production of new housing 

meant that existing urban housing stock declined steadily in quality while an increasingly affluent white 

middle class drove an increase in demand for housing. When the federal government passed the 

Housing Act of 1949, mortgage financing became available mostly for white Americans, prompting a 

sudden increase in construction, primarily in the suburbs.19 

These large new suburban developments, coupled with racist practices in the real estate industry 

contributed to “white flight” as white residents left urban areas for the suburbs in the 1950s and 

1960s.20 In 1948, the Supreme Court ruled that racial covenants were unenforceable, suddenly opening 

up opportunities for prospective Black buyers in areas where they had previously been barred.21 In a 

practice known as “blockbusting,” realtors convinced white homeowners to sell their homes out of the 

fear that Black residents moving into their neighborhoods would lead to a reduction in their property 

values, accelerating white flight to the suburbs.22 The rapid suburbanization led to a shift in private and 

public investment from urban to suburban areas.  

 Without investment, urban areas were left to deteriorate until the federal government targeted them 

for “slum clearance” and redevelopment in a project known as “urban renewal.” These  efforts began 

with Southwest DC and completely demolished majority-Black neighborhoods in order to make room for 

highways leading to newly developed white suburbs.23 Urban renewal in DC in the mid-20th century 

forced between 15,000 and 17,000 Black residents over the Anacostia river as the District intentionally 

constructed all of its new public housing east of the Anacostia.24 Very few, if any, families displaced by 

urban renewal received compensation or assistance in relocating.25  

This history sets the stage for the forces of gentrifying revitalization: as new public and private 

investment increases in areas that had long experienced disinvestment, more affluent residents move to 

those neighborhoods and alter the economic and social landscape.26 With limited housing stock, the 

increased demand for housing in these areas increase rents and home and property values, putting 

financial pressure on residents with lower incomes. 
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How Displacement Happens in Current Day DC 

One primary factor driving displacement in the District today is the high cost of housing, which is the 

result of an increase in demand for housing and a slow expansion of the supply of available homes. The 

supply of affordable housing stock is expanding even more slowly. DC has an estimated shortage of 

almost 33,000 rental homes that are broadly affordable and also available for extremely low-income 

renters, according to a study from the National Low Income Housing Coalition.27,28 In contrast, the 

District’s goal of creating or establishing affordability covenants between 2019 and 2025 falls far short of 

that, set at just 12,000 new affordable housing units. This target number includes units affordable to 

households up to 80 percent of the area median income (AMI), not just units affordable to extremely 

low-income renters, or those between 0 and 30 percent of the AMI. Between 2015 and 2023, the District 

has produced only 1,514 deeply affordable units, a far cry from the estimated need.29 

For residents who do not have access to significant wealth, homeownership is increasingly out of reach. 

The median sales price for a single-family home in DC reached $1.1 million in 2020, a 24.2 percent 

increase from the year before.30 In 2021, the homeownership rate for white, non-Hispanic households in 

DC was 50 percent, compared to 34 percent for Black households.31 An analysis by the Urban Institute 

found that only 8.4 percent of homes purchased between 2016 and 2020 were affordable to the average 

first-time Black homebuyer, while 71.4 percent of homes were within reach of the average white first-

time homebuyer.32  

Meanwhile, a second factor driving displacement is the declining livability and availability of existing 

affordable rental housing. Public housing units, owned and managed by the DC Housing Authority 

(DCHA), are deteriorating rapidly as the agency makes slow progress toward rehabilitation.33 Across the 

District, the supply of unsubsidized affordable housing – also known as “naturally occurring affordable 

housing” – is disappearing as buildings age and get redeveloped with higher rents.34 

Additionally, there are increased threats to tenants’ rights, including their right to organize and their 

right to live in safe housing in good repair. Some developers, seeking to maximize profit, engage in efforts 

to weaken and undermine the Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act without repercussion.35 The DC 

government’s weak enforcement of building codes has left residents across the District living in 

dangerous and unhealthy living conditions.36,37 As both the cost and demand for housing rise, residents 

with low and moderate incomes have limited options for housing and few avenues to defend against 

these threats.  

Systemic racism contributes to income and wealth gaps that mean that residents of color make up a 

disproportionate share of residents with low incomes in the District. A 2019 report from the Deputy 

Mayor for Planning and Economic Development showed that Black residents are three times more likely 

than white residents to move due to an inability to pay their housing costs.38 Shifts in the demographics 

of the District reflect this economic reality. Since 2000, the population of white residents has increased, 

while the number of Black residents has steadily declined (Figure 1).39  
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A Holistic Agenda to End Displacement in the District 

 
The District needs a holistic approach to ending displacement that not only employs multiple short-, 

medium-, and long-term strategies, but that also brings the intention of repairing historic and structural 

harm that has made Black and brown residents more vulnerable to displacement pressures.  

The following agenda, while not exhaustive, offers a holistic framework that aims to take on multiple 

forms and causes of displacement. The recommendations are grounded in existing research and were 

developed in partnership with local stakeholders, including tenants, tenant organizers, and affordable 

housing experts.  

Quickly Stabilize Housing for Those At-Risk of Immediate Displacement 
 

Too many residents at risk of displacement face an immediate crisis and can’t wait for solutions such as 

the production of new affordable units, which will take years to catch up to the need. A successful 

affordable housing strategy must take steps in the immediate term to prevent crises, including sudden 

spikes in rent or loss of income, that lead to displacement. The District should strengthen, and 

adequately fund, programs and policy tools that can do more to quickly stabilize housing and prevent 

displacement. 

Prevent eviction by improving access to legal representation and rent support. Research demonstrates 

that evictions are harmful to those who experience them, often leading them to a downward spiral and 

setting them back for years. People who are evicted often experience education and employment 

FIGURE 2. 
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disruptions, increased mental hardship, high stress levels, and an overall decrease in financial 

security.40,41 Preventing evictions is an essential part of maintaining stable communities.  

As recently detailed in a report from the DC Eviction Prevention Co-Leaders Group, preventing eviction 

requires a cross-sector collaboration between service providers, the District government, the DC courts, 

tenants, and landlords.42 To avoid eviction, tenants need access to financial resources when they are 

unable to pay rent and information and counseling about their rights once they are facing an eviction 

filing. The District can help tenants avoid eviction by facilitating further collaboration and data sharing 

between service providers, District agencies, and the DC Superior Court.  

Each year, District lawmakers should ensure that eviction prevention programs are fully funded. For fiscal 

year (FY) 2024, advocates asked that the Emergency Rental Assistance Program receive at least $117 

million to fully meet the need. The approved FY 2024 budget had only $43 million; less than one month 

into the fiscal year, the budget is proving too small to meet demand.43 

Fund additional vouchers and improve voucher program implementation. Rental vouchers – which help 

cover the difference between the rent a household can afford to pay and the full rent – could be a key 

tool to prevent displacement but are falling short on impact, primarily because of program underfunding 

and significant implementation issues. 

Tenant-based vouchers allow households to rent any qualifying unit: the tenant pays 30 percent of their 

income towards the rent and the voucher covers the rest. The District has its own locally funded voucher 

program, the Local Rent Supplement Program (LRSP), which lawmakers have never sufficiently funded. In 

2006, the District’s Comprehensive Strategy Task Force called for approximately 1,000 LRSP vouchers per 

year over 15 years to meet need.44 In the 17 years since the taskforce made this recommendation, the 

District has funded only 6,400 vouchers.45 The need for vouchers so outstrips supply that the DCHA 

closed the waiting list in 2013, leaving many households waiting a decade or longer for a voucher.46 As of 

February 2023, there are still about 13,000 households on the waiting list.47 

There have also been serious implementation challenges with tenant vouchers. DCHA takes 52 days on 

average to determine whether a household is even eligible for a voucher and, once a household with a 

voucher has identified a place to live, it takes another 61 days to inspect the potential housing unit to 

ensure it meets rent reasonableness requirements.48 This lengthy process can result in residents 

becoming homeless or leave them living in overcrowded or unsafe conditions for months.  

DCHA has plans to address one major implementation challenge by remaking forms to be more 

accessible, and thereby reduce application errors and speed up the housing process.49 DCHA has also set 

a goal that inspections should be scheduled within one week of a person or family identifying an 

apartment. Given the current timeline, DCHA should release a plan of how they plan to achieve this goal 

and work to ensure that applications and other paperwork are processed in a timely manner. 

Invest in Housing Preservation, Not Just New Production 

 

The District has invested an unprecedented amount of money in housing production, including $440 

million in FY 2023 for the Housing Production Trust Fund (HPTF) and another $100 million for FY 2024. 

The Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD) disperses HPTF funds through a 

regular Consolidated Request for Proposals (RFP) Process. DHCD reviews applications from developers 
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and makes funding decisions based on a scoring rubric and the discretion of the DHCD director.50 Most of 

the HPTF funding will go to the construction of new housing units. Creating new affordable homes, 

including income-restricted housing that is affordable to residents with the lowest incomes, is essential 

to preventing displacement. However, without increased attention to and resources for housing 

preservation, DC will continue to lose vast numbers of naturally occurring affordable housing units as 

these units age and require significant rehabilitation, the costs of which would be passed on to tenants 

without substantial subsidy. To ensure that these units stay affordable to the tenants who currently live 

in them, non-profit and mission-minded affordable housing developers need low-cost financing in the 

short- and long-term.   

Designate 25 Percent of Funding From the Housing Production Trust Fund for Preservation The District 

has a fund dedicated to preservation, the Affordable Housing Preservation Fund (AHPF), but it is 

intended as a “bridge loan,” meaning that it provides short-term financing for initial acquisition costs and 

emergency repairs. Lawmakers have not designated new dollars for this fund since FY 2022, claiming that 

the fund is now paying for itself through ongoing loan repayments. However, volatile market conditions, 

a continued spike in inflation, and the lack of permanent financing options from the District are all 

factors that slow repayments into the AHPF. This makes it difficult for the fund to be self-sustaining.  

There is no designated source of District financing for preservation projects outside of AHPF loan 

repayments and this leaves on hold millions of public and private dollars committed to repair projects as 

affordable housing developers wait years for financing. Stable, designated financing is essential because 

it allows affordable housing developers to leverage additional financing tools and more quickly make 

badly needed repairs and updates to aging affordable housing stock. This would also allow for quicker 

repayment of short-term AHPF loans, which can then go to preserving additional housing units.  

 

The District should set aside at least a quarter of HPTF allocations for preservation projects. While 

preservation projects technically can apply for HPTF, the criteria DHCD uses to select projects make it 

difficult for preservation projects to compete with new production. In the Consolidated RFP issued in 

December 2021, only two of the 22 projects selected for underwriting were preservation projects.51 By 

setting aside a portion of the HTPF for preservation, the District can ensure more preservation projects 

move forward, and that those projects are financially viable, while increasing housing stability for 

residents in buildings in need of repair.  

Improve administration of programs that support affordable housing rehabilitation.  Lawmakers and 

agency staff should ensure sufficient funding for the District’s Small Building Program, as well as its 

proper implementation. This program provides funds to landlords who struggle with the costs of 

maintaining small rental properties while keeping rents affordable.52 In FY 2022, DHCD set the goal of 

serving 75 properties with this program. Despite the widespread need for rehabilitation assistance, 

DHCD received just six applications and zero properties received funding through the program, indicating 

that too few landlords are aware of the program and that the program’s requirements may be overly 

restrictive.53 DHCD has stated that the team administering this program is working on improvements to 

the application process. The District should ensure that these improvements are implemented in FY 

2024.  

Strengthen and expand rent control to keep cost of housing in check. Residents living in rent controlled 

buildings in DC are less likely to experience displacement than those in non-rent controlled housing.54 To 
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ensure that DC’s rent laws continue to protect tenants from unaffordable rent hikes, DC Council should 

pass comprehensive rent control reform to strengthen and expand the District’s rent stabilization laws.55 

DC can expand rent control by eliminating the exemption for buildings built since 1976, which has the 

effect of shrinking the reach of rent control every year. The District should update the law, exempting 

buildings from rent control only for their first 15 years following construction, after which they would be 

covered. Council should also cap rent increases at inflation, because allowing prices to grow beyond 

that—as is currently allowed—puts affordable housing increasingly out of reach for District residents 

living on low or fixed incomes.  

Hold Landlords Accountable to Tenants 

 

Owners of rental housing have the responsibility to provide safe housing that is in good repair and 

complies with District housing code. Unfortunately, across the District, many affordable buildings are 

falling into disrepair because landlords are either unwilling to pay or unable to afford to bring buildings 

up to code. People who rent in these buildings, particularly tenants with lower incomes, must either 

choose to live with poor housing conditions or face a form of displacement called “eviction by neglect,” 

in which they relocate for their own safety. 56,57    

Increase enforcement to ensure landlords comply with building code and respect tenants’ rights. The 

District has taken steps to hold some landlords accountable for extreme neglect. For example, the 

Attorney General has brought lawsuits against some of the most egregious slumlords, with some tenants 

even receiving financial restitution. 58 However, the issue of deteriorating building conditions is becoming 

more widespread as building stock ages and the cost of maintaining property rises. District lawmakers 

and agency staff must ensure that housing providers abide by District laws regarding tenant safety and 

well-being.  

The District should impose meaningful consequences for landlords who consistently fail to keep their 

properties up to code, which violates tenants’ right to safe, decent, and sanitary housing. One way to 

improve enforcement is to impose consequences on landlords who exceed a certain number of citations 

or whose housing code violations go so far as to threaten the life and safety of the tenants. For example, 

landlords who have been found to be frequent or egregious violators could be required to sufficiently 

demonstrate that housing code violations have been remedied in order to maintain their license to 

operate their rental properties.  

Protect the Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act and Bolster Programs that Make TOPA 

Successful 

 

The Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act (TOPA) was adopted more than 40 years ago as a strategy to 

preserve affordable housing and prevent displacement. It gives District renters the first right to purchase 

a property when an owner decides to sell. And, even when purchase isn’t possible, it improves tenants’ 

bargaining position during the sale or conversion of a building, including on any changes in rent under 

new ownership. TOPA helps to combat instability and dispossession by giving associations a legal right to 

negotiate with potential buyers about the future of their homes and communities. This ability is 

important to preserving community stability and combating dispossession.59  
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A recent study commissioned by the DC Council finds that TOPA is fundamentally successful at 

preventing displacement and preserving affordability.60 The study also finds that the success of TOPA is 

currently at risk because tenants lack sufficient information about their rights. This leaves renters 

vulnerable to bad actors who take advantage of them and convince them to sign away their rights. In 

these scenarios, tenants lose the ability to negotiate for housing and rent stability and often end up 

relocating without knowing that they had the right to organize with fellow renters to stay. 

Reinstate, Expand, and Fund the First Right to Purchase Program. Even when tenant associations are 

able to act on their TOPA rights, they and the developers they choose to work with struggle to find 

financing to purchase and preserve the buildings as either affordable rental units or as limited equity co-

operatives. The District should expand and fund the First Right to Purchase Program (FRPP), a program 

that offered many tenants with low and moderate incomes, the majority of whom are Black or brown, 

their first opportunity for homeownership by providing low-interest loans to tenant groups.  

DHCD, the agency that administers FRPP, has not accepted applications for this program in more than 

five years and it is no longer funded. FRPP should be funded and expanded, as recommended in the 

aforementioned study, to offer financing to multi-family properties with characteristics that make it hard 

for them to find other financing options due to deferred maintenance or high costs of acquisition and 

renovation that would require a purchaser to significantly raise rents, displacing tenants with low 

incomes.61 

Enable community-based organizations to support tenant organizing and preempt predatory real 

estate practices. DHCD publishes a weekly notice of all properties that have registered an intent to sell. 

Previously, DHCD gave advance notice of these filings to community-based organizations (CBOs) that 

offered TOPA technical assistance. DHCD no longer follows this practice, which means that technical 

assistants are often unable to reach tenants before brokers with a financial interest approach tenants to 

sign away their rights.62 The District should require that DHCD give these CBOs, many of which receive 

District funds to offer technical assistance, advance notice of filings to ensure that tenants understand 

their rights under TOPA and are able to make informed decisions.  

Dedicate Substantial Funding Toward Income and Work Support Programs  

 

A household’s ability to maintain stable housing depends on their ability to pay for it. Increased housing 

costs put residents with low incomes, and those who have experienced chronic unemployment, at risk of 

displacement. The District needs to invest deeply in income and work support programs to ensure that 

its residents can earn sufficient income not only to pay for their housing, but to invest in their futures. 

Provide robust income supports so residents can better afford to stay in their homes. The District 

should expand basic income support programs, including Temporary Assistance for Needy Families, the 

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, its guaranteed income pilot Strong Families, Strong Futures, 

and the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC). These supports promote financial stability and help prevent 

“responsive” forms of displacement.  

 
The District can also adopt a local Child Tax Credit (CTC) to further reduce poverty and hardship and help 
families meet basic needs like paying the rent.63 This would complement the EITC, which boosts the 
incomes of low- and moderate-income families but does little for those who face steep, persistent 
barriers to employment and have little to no income.64 A DC CTC would help address the inability of 
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work-focused cash transfers to reduce hardship and inequality for the most disadvantaged Black 
residents, in particular, who because of structural racism experience enormous barriers to stable 
employment and are much less likely to have savings or other financial supports to leverage in tough 
times. 
 
Invest at scale in low-barrier employment and training programs that rapidly connect jobseekers to 
earned income. Unemployment in the District is extremely inequitable. Black workers experience 
chronically higher levels of unemployment and underemployment than white workers, and nearly half 
of all unemployed Black workers in 2022 were out of work for six months or more.65 To redress 
structural barriers to work for Black residents and help ensure that anyone who wants to work can find a 
job, the District should bolster its investments in employment and training strategies that quickly 
connect residents to paid work, provide supportive services, and offer education and training that meets 
workers where they are and prepares them for career advancement opportunities. 66 Examples of these 
types of earn-and-learn approaches include subsidized employment and transitional jobs opportunities, 
including through employment social enterprises, on-the-job training, and paid pre-apprenticeship 
programs that lead to apprenticeship positions. It is critical that these programs are designed to screen 
in, rather than screen out, potential participants. A “zero exclusion” approach to employment program 
service delivery can strengthen programs’ commitment to equitable outcomes, ensure resources are 
directed to workers who would most benefit, and get more people working quickly.67  
 
Increased funding for subsidized employment strategies in particular, including the Department of 
Employment Services’ existing transitional jobs program, can yield myriad positive outcomes for the 
District and its residents. Half a century of evidence demonstrates that subsidized employment can help 
advance racial equity and results in wide-ranging benefits for structurally excluded workers, their 
families, employers, and communities.68 Among other positive outcomes, these programs put money 
into the pockets of people who would not otherwise be working, increase family economic stability, 
improve educational outcomes for the children of subsidized workers, lower rates of longer-term 
poverty, reduce recidivism, allow employers to grow their businesses, and boost local economies.69  
 
A guaranteed jobs program is the most expansive and inclusive approach to subsidized employment. To 
truly ensure that no worker is left behind, DC should create a guaranteed jobs program that can quickly 
facilitate meaningful connections to good jobs, circumvent racial bias and discrimination in hiring, and 
lift the job quality floor for all workers. 
  

Invest in Black Homeownership and Community Wealth Building 

 

Generations of racist policies and practices excluded Black people in the District and across the country 

from the benefits and wealth-building that come with homeownership.70 Disparity in mortgage lending, 

rising property values, and the financial burden of maintaining aging homes also contribute to declining 

Black homeownership in the District. 71,72 The legacies of discriminatory policies and practices and of 

economic exclusion are reflected in homeownership rates and disparities in generational wealth. Since 

2005, Black homeownership rates have declined from 46 to 34 percent.73  

Double the Size of DC’s Down Payment Assistance Program. Racial disparities in both income and 

intergenerational wealth leave Black DC residents less likely to afford a home in the District. An analysis 

by the Urban Institute found that only 8.4 percent of homes purchased between 2016 and 2020 were 

affordable to the average first-time Black homebuyer, while 71.4 percent of homes were within reach of 
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the average white first-time homebuyer.74 Having a robust down payment program is important for 

lowering this barrier for Black prospective homebuyers. 

DC’s Black Homeownership Strikeforce (the Strikeforce), an appointed group of government and public 

experts on housing and racial equity, identified the Home Purchase Assistance Program (HPAP) as the 

District’s main tool for tackling the racial homeownership gap.75 In FY 2022, 74 percent of HPAP 

borrowers were Black and 61 percent identified as female. In FY 2023, the District more than doubled 

the maximum loan amount to $202,000 in an effort to expand homeownership opportunities for HPAP 

program participants amidst high housing prices.76 However, the budget did not expand funds for the 

program, leaving it with insufficient funding to meet demand. HPAP recipients continue to face 

challenges such as high interest rates and high competition for very few homes available for purchase. 

The District should at least double funding for the program to better meet demand. It also should 

evaluate whether the variations in loan amount by income and family size are adequate relative to the 

high costs of homes in the District. 

Implement Other Recommendations from Black Homeownership Strikeforce. The Strikeforce released 

a set of recommendations for additional policies and programs that could increase the number of Black 

homeowners in the District. Lawmakers have modestly moved forward with two of those 

recommendations: expanding the level of assistance available to applicants through HPAP and creating 

and funding legal assistance to low-income households facing barriers to passing on a family home 

through the Heirs Property Assistance program. These programs must receive sufficient and consistent 

recurring funding. While these programs both serve important purposes, they are not enough on their 

own to preserve and expand Black homeownership in the District.  

To improve access to new and existing homeownership programs, the District should follow the 

Strikeforce recommendation to create a comprehensive online platform so that residents can easily 

access information about the District’s homeownership programs. The DC Council should also consider 

legislation to protect homeowners from unwanted, predatory solicitations from investors seeking to 

purchase their homes.  

Address policies that perpetuate the racial wealth gap. DC’s property tax circuit breaker, also known as 

Schedule H, cuts off or reduces property taxes when they’ve become too high relative to household 

income.77,78 Schedule H is available both to resident homeowners and renters, who are assumed to pay a 

portion of DC property taxes in the form of higher rent.79 Only residents with lower incomes are eligible 

for the credit and the size of the credit is scaled to the amount by which a taxpayer’s property bill 

exceeds a certain percentage of their income. 

 

The District should improve and expand the property tax circuit breaker. Currently, the maximum credit 

limits how much property owners with low incomes can benefit, particularly when they are in rapidly 

appreciating properties. The District should eliminate the cap on Schedule H, ensuring that lower-income 

homeowners actually pay just 3-5 percent of their income in property taxes. Additionally, the District 

should ensure that the property tax thresholds for each income band are applied incrementally to 

prevent abrupt jumps in property tax bills with modestly increased incomes. A final improvement to the 

credit would be to expand the income eligibility for non-seniors to equal that for seniors ($78,600). All of 

these changes would prevent displacement of lower income homeowners in the District. 
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Massively increase support for community ownership initiatives. The District should invest in 

homeownership models, such as community land trusts (CLTs) and limited equity cooperatives (LECs), 

that benefit both the community and the individual homeowner. The Douglass Community Land Trust, 

based in Ward 8 and serving all of DC, is a community-controlled organization that owns a plot of land 

and rents or sells the building on top of that land at permanently affordable rates to residents with low 

incomes. Because Douglass CLT owns the land and keeps the housing affordable, it operates as a tool for 

keeping people and families living on lower incomes in their neighborhood, even as surrounding real 

estate prices rise.80  

The District should commit to providing consistent funding for community land trusts. In FY 2022, the 

Mayor proposed, and the Council approved, a one-time investment of $2 million for the Douglass 

Community Land Trust.81 Once those funds are dispersed, they will fund the creation and preservation of 

75 new, permanently affordable units. Moving forward, DC lawmakers should prioritize recurring funding 

for land trusts, which will translate into the creation of more badly-needed low-cost homeownership 

options. 

The LEC model is another form of community ownership that keeps homeownership within reach for 

people and families with low- and moderate-incomes. While LECs do not own entire plots of land, they 

operate a property ownership model for members that shares with CLTs the goal of maintaining 

affordability of a neighborhood over the long run by limiting the re-sale value of the housing units.82 

Through this model, membership shares are typically very affordable and allow members to buy in, 

often without needing to take out a loan. LECs offer sustainably affordable homeownership 

opportunities in areas where low- and moderate-income households would otherwise be unable to 

afford to live. An expanded and fully-funded FRPP would enable tenant associations across the District to 

collectively purchase their buildings to create LECs. 
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